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Estimate of bottom and surface stress during a
spring-neap tide cycle by dynamical assimilation

of tide gauge observations in the Chesapeake Bay
Y. H. Spitz
College of Oceanic and Atmospheric Sciences,Oregon State University, Corvallis

J. M. Klinck
Center for Coastal Physical Oceanography,Old Dominion University, Norfolk, Virginia

Abstract.
Dynamical assimilation of surface elevation from tide gauges is
investigated to estimate the bottom drag coefficientand surface stress as a first
step in improving modeled tidal and wind-driven circulation in the Chesapeake
Bay. A two-dimensional shallow water model and an adjoint variational method
with a limited memory quasi-Newton optimization algorithm are used to achieve
this goal. Assimilation of tide gauge observationsfrom 10 permanent stations in
the Bay and use of a two-dimensionalmodel adequately estimate the bottom drag
coefficient, wind stress,and surface elevation at the Bay mouth. Subsequentuse of
these estimates in the circulation model considerablyimprovesthe modeled surface
elevation in the entire Bay. Assimilation of predicted tidal elevationsyields a drag

coefficient,
definedin the hydraulicway,varyingbetween2.5x 10-4 and3.1x 10-3.
The bottom drag coefficientdisplays a periodicity correspondingto the spring-neap
tide cycle with a maximum value during neap tide and a minimum value during
spring tide. From assimilationof actual tide gaugeobservations,it is found that the
fortnightly modulation is altered during frontal passage.Furthermore, the response
of the sea surfaceto the wind forcing is found to be more impbrtant in the lower
Bay than in the upper Bay, where the barometric pressureeffect seemsto be more
important.
1.

Introduction

oceanand estuary(nonlocalforcing). The presentstudy

focuseson the barotropic circulation in the Chesapeake
Bay, forced by oceanictides and surfacewinds.
While the wind, bottom friction, and exchangebeand meteorological
forcing(windstress,invertedbaromtween the Chesapeake Bay and the open ocean have
eter effect), has been intensivelystudiedin the Chesabeen recognizedas the main forcings for the Bay cirpeake Bay and its tributaries and is still an ongoing
culation, the main difficulty in tidal and wind-driven
sourceof researchactivity. Diverse investigationsfrom
circulation modeling arisesfrom the determination of
field observations,e.g., temperature, salinity, current,
thesesforcings. Indeed, bottom friction is hard to meaand surfaceelevation, and from simple models were first
sure. Wright [1989]and Wright et al. [1987, 1992]
carried out in order to explain the gravitational and
found that large spatial and temporal variations in the
tidal circulation[Officer,1976;Fisher,1986].It is only
bottom roughnessresult in large variations in the bed
during the last two decadesthat wind-drivencirculation
shear stressand the hydraulic roughness.There is also
has been shownto be as important as the gravitational
a strong indication that the biogenic roughnessdomicirculation, indeed the dominant nontidal circulation at
nates the flow-inducedroughnessin the Bay stem. In
times [Wang and Elliott, 1978; Wang,1979a,b; Paraso barotropic models, the bottom stressis usually paramand Valle-Levinsøn'1996]. While the responseof the eterized as a quadratic function of the vertically intewater to the wind forcingin the Bay is complex,several
grated velocity, and an empirical parameter, the botstudieshave shownthat sealevel fluctuations depend on
tom drag coefficient,is often determined by fitting the

Estuarine circulation, due to the combined effects of
tide action, horizontal salinity gradients, river runoff,

localwinds(localforcing)andexchangebetweencoastal modeled M2 tidal elevation and the observations at tide
gaugestations[Creanet al., 1988]. In baroclinicmod-
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Surface stress determination is another challengefor
modelers. The stress is usually parameterized as a
quadratic function of the wind speed at 10 m above sea
level. However, wind observationsare mainly available
at the major airports on the west sideof the Chesapeake
Bay, and conversionof wind on land to wind over water

experiment, considersa combinedwind and tide problem in which the bottom drag coefficient,wind stress
and boundary conditionat the Bay mouth are estimated
usingthe actual observationsat the ten permanenttide
gaugestations. The variation of the bottom drag coefficientduring the phaseof the tide is largely reduced

is not an easytask. S. Chao (personalcommunication, whenthe wind reachesspeeds> 5 m s-1. While the
1996) showedthat in orderto reproducethe eventfound Lardnet et al. [1993]study is probablymost closely
in the ChesapeakeBay in April 1986 the longitudinal related to our study, several differencesare evident.
wind used in the Bay has to be increased compared to
Lardnet et al. [1993]do not allow a temporalvariathe wind measured at Norfolk airport. This increase tion of the drag coefficient,the surfaceforcing was not
of wind over water compared to that measured over estimated, and the observationswere taken from tide
land has also been pointed out by Wong and Gatvine gaugesat least 30 km offshore. Taking the data from
[1984]and Goodrich[1985].To explainthe sealevelin gaugescloserto the shoreis indeedfar more challengthe DelawareBay, Wongand Gatvine[1984]had to in- ing sincethe extreme proximity of the coastcan yield
crease the shore-based

wind

stress fourfold.

Goodrich

[1985]foundthat while the longitudinalwindsattenu-

noisier observations and the model coastline approximations can introduce

errors in the modeled elevation.

ate rapidly toward the shoresof the ChesapeakeBay,
The description of the assimilationtechnique, the
the lateral winds do not, and that overwater/overland data, the circulation model, and the definition of the
regressionslopesfor north and east componentsof the cost function are given in section 2. Section 3 presents
wind are 2.5 and 1.43, respectively.
Tuning wind stressand bottom stressin order to fit
the tide gaugeobservationcouldquickly becomea very
tedious task. First, the fitting of the modeled onto the
observedM2 tide doesnot guaranteean adequatefitting
on the K1 and other componentsof the tidal signal. Second, fitting at all the tide gaugestationsrequiresnumer-

the results of the tidal

ou.smodel runs. A systematicand objective fitting of

During the past decade,the variational adjoint method
has beenusedlargely in meteorologyand oceanography

model results to observations

and determination

of wind

and wind-driven

circulation

ex-

periment. A discussionof the results is presentedin
section4. A summary of the study and conclusionsare
found in section 5.

2. Methodology

stress,bottom stress,and exchangebetweenthe Chesa- to estimateinitial and boundaryconditions[Lewisand
peake Bay and the open ocean is accomplishedwith Derbet, 1985; Talagrand and Courtier, 1987; Thacker
the use of data assimilation techniquessuch as varia- and Long, 1988; Navon et al., 1992]. It has since
tional adjoint or inversemethod. Using the variational been used to estimate parameters in circulation mod-

method, Yu and O'Brien [1991]estimateda reasonable els [Panchangand O'Brien, 1989; Das and Lardnet,
wind stressdrag coefficientand a vertical eddy viscos- 1991; $medstad and O'Brien, 1991; Yu and O'Brien,
ity distribution by assimilatingwind speedsand current 1991; Zou et al., 1992a, b; Lardnet et al., 1993; Spitz,

observations.Das and Lardnet [1992]and Lardnet et 1995]and ecosystem
models[Lawsonet al., 1995,1996;
al. [1993]have shownthat it is possibleto determine Spitz et al., 1998]. Two advantagesof this technique
the drag coefficientand a correctionto the bathymetry are that it can be applied to both linear and nonlinear
using a two-dimensionalmodel and tide gaugeobserva- modelsand that it can be implementedin a straighttions. Bang[1994],usingan inversemethodandcurrent forward manner. Sincethe techniquehas been largely
measurementsin the ChesapeakeBay, found a seasonal discussedin the literature, we will limit ourselvesto a

variationof the dragcoefficient
between2.0 x 10-4 and

brief overview.

1.6 x 10 -3.

The variational adjoint method determinesan optimal solution by minimizing an objective function, the
cost function, which measuresthe misfit between model

The goal of this study is to usethe variational adjoint
methodto determinea temporally and spatially varying
bottom drag coefficient,wind stress,and open boundary condition at the ChesapeakeBay mouth. Two experiments are consideredwhich achieve this goal. In
the first experiment, referred to as the tidal circulation
experiment, tidal forcing at the Bay mouth is specified,
and the tidal elevation from the major harmonic constituents computedat 10 permanenttide gaugestations
is assimilatedto estimate the bottom drag coefficient.
Using data assimilationfor a completespring-neaptide
cycle, it was found that the bottom drag coefficientis
larger during neap than during springtide. The second
experiment, referred to as the wind-driven circulation

equivalent to the data and the available observations.

Most minimization algorithms are based on iterative
descent,large-scaleunconstrained, local minimization
methodswhich require the computation of the gradient
of the cost function with respect to the control variables, e.g., model parameters being estimated. The
computationof the gradient is achievedby using the
adjoint model equationswhich are forcedby the modelobservation misfits and run backward

in time.

The data

assimilativemodel, shown in Figure 1, then consistsof
three components: the forward circulation model, the
backward model or adjoint model, and a minimization
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techniquebasedupon the use of Lagrangemultipliers

Data

control
variables

AND SURFACE STRESS

[Lawsonet al., 1995,1996;Spitzet al., 1998].The second approachhas two main advantages:it providesa
straightforwardway of writing code and it avoidsthe
inconsistencythat can occur from the discretizationof
the adjoint continuousequations. The tangent linear
method was adopted in this study, and a full descrip-

tion can be foundin work by Spitz [1995].
Any error introduced in the coding of the adjoint
model can be devastating.It is then judiciousto verify
the correctnessof the adjoint code and the computation

of the gradientof the costfunctionbeforeany assimilation experiment. Using the tangent linear method, this
can be done using the followingtwo verificationmethods. At any level of the codingof the adjoint model, the
correctnesscan be checkedon the basisof the equality of

scalarproducts,
• v, Au •--• ATv,u •, whereu andv
are the input and output vectors,respectively,A is the
tangent linear operator, and T denotesthe transpose.
In other words, the sum of the square of the outputs
of either a DO loop or a direct subroutine of the tangent linear codemust be equalto the sumof the inputs

New
value

for control variables

Optimization
Package

of that DO loop(directsubroutine)
multiplied
by the

Figure 1. Schematicof the stepsinvolvedin the data
assimilation

scheme. The solid lines indicate the main

corresponding
outputsof the adjoint DO loop (adjoint
subroutine),within the limits of computeraccuracy.A
secondverification of the correctnessof the gradient of

path taken during the procedure.

the costfunctioncan be doneas follows[Navonet al.,
1992]. Perturbthe controlvariablevectorby an amount
procedure. The three componentsof the assimilative
model are used in an iterative procedure which leads
to the determination of the control variables giving the
best fit to the data and can be described as follows.

aU where a is a small scalar and U is a normalized

vec-

tor, e.g.,U = •7J/ll•7JII. The Taylorexpansion
of the
cost function

is

The

direct model is run with an initial guessof the control
variables. The model output and data are then used to
compute the value of the cost function. Thereafter the
adjoint of the model, run backward in time, gives the
gradient of the cost function with respectto the control

J(X+c•U) = J(X) + aUTVxJ(X) + O(a2). (1)
For

+
variables(e.g., model parameters),which is then used
in the optimizationprocedureto computethe searchdi- in the limit as a goesto 0, we have

-

UVx(X)

'

rection towards the minimum and the optimal step size
in that

direction.

New

values of the control

lim •b(a)- 1.

variables

are then estimated, and the model is rerun. This procedure is applied bntil a preset convergencecriterion is

c•--•0

(2)

Finally, the optimization procedure uses the sub-

satisfied,e.g., J _• e• and/or //V J// •_ e2, wheree denotesa small value, J is the costfunction,and

routine N1QN3 from Gilbert and Lemarichal [1989],

is the norm of the gradient of the cost function with
respect to the control variables.
While the adjoint method is a powerful tool for obtaining the gradient of the cost function with respect
to the control variables,the most difficult aspectof this
techniqueis the developmentof the adjoint model code.
Two approachescan be taken. The first one consistsof

method[Nocedal,1980]. This procedurecombinesthe

which is based upon a limited memory quasi-Newton

low storageadvantageof the conjugate-gradient
method
and the computational efficiency of the quasi-Newton
method.

2.1.

Observations in the Chesapeake Bay

For more than a century, tide and tidal currents have
been observedin the ChesapeakeBay. The first tide

derivingthe continuousadjoint equationsfollowedby
their discretization[ Thackerand Long,1988;$medstad station was installedin Annapolisin 1844 [Haight et
and O'Brien,1991;Yu and O'Brien,1991].The second al., 1930; Hicks, 1964; Fisher, 1986]. Prior to 1964,
one is to derive the adjoint model code directly from
the forward model code either using the tangent lin-

ear method[Talagrand,1991;Nayon et al., 1992]or a

more than 200 tide gauge stations and over 100 nearsurface current stations were deployed. However, they
were not usually deployedfor a long time or at the same

12,764
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2.2.

time. From thosestations, 10 tide gaugestationsin the
ChesapeakeBay and its tributaries are now part of the
National Tide and Water Level ObservationNetwork,
shown in Table I and Figure 2, and are permanent
installations maintained by the National Oceanic and

Circulation

Model

The circulation model used to study the barotropic
circulation in the ChesapeakeBay is a conventionaltwodimensionalvertically integrated shallow water model.
It was developedby the Management Unit of the Mathematical Models of the North Sea and Scheldt Estuary

AtmosphericAdministration (NOAA). In addition to
those long-term measurements,two extensivetide and
current surveysof the ChesapeakeBay were conducted

(MUMM) to studythe tidal propagationin the English
Channel [Ozer and Jamart, 1988; Jarnar• and Ozer,
from 1970to 1974and from 1981to 1983[Fisher,1986]
1989]and will be referredto as the MU model.
by the National Ocean Survey (NOS) to update tide
In a right-handed coordinate system, with the z axis
pointing upward, the governingequations are

and tidal current predictionsand to providetidal datum
for shoreline boundary determination. The harmonic
constantsof the major tidal constituents obtained from

thosetime series[Fisher,1986]are usedto createthe
predictedtidal elevationstime seriesused during the

Ou

Ou

Ou

Ov

rw
•

c9--•
-t-U•x
x+V•y fv--- g•xx
-•pH

tidal circulation experiment.
For a long time, meteorological observationswere

r•
pH

, (3)

Ov
Ov Ov
Ov •-w
y
•-•
collectedonly at the major airports, e.g., Baltimore;
pH
pH
Washington,D.C.; Norfolk International Airports; and
Patuxent River Naval Air Station. It is only recently
Orl O(Hu)
O(Hv)
that meteorologicalobservationsbecame available over
the water. Startingin 1985,two buoys(Figure2) were
deployedin the ChesapeakeBay by the National Data
Buoy Center(NDBC) aspart of the Coastal-MarineAu- where t denotes time, f is the Coriolis parameter, g
• and rw
y are the
tomated Network (C-MAN) program. The first buoyis is the accelerationdue to gravity, rw
components
of
the
wind
stress,
and
H
is
the
total walocated in the upper Bay at Thomas Point, Maryland
ter
depth.
The
unknown
r•
is
the
elevation
of
the free
(38.9øN, 76.4øW), while the secondone is locatedoutsurface
with
respect
to
the
mean
sea
level,
and
u and
side the Bay at the ChesapeakeLight Tower, Virginia
v
are
the
east
and
north
components
of
the
vertically
(36.9øN, 75.7øW). Wind speed, direction,and gust,
barometricpressure,and air temperature are processed averagedvelocity, respectively. The bottom stress•

0-•+U•xx
• V•yy
• fu- - g•yy
-•

Ot• Ox t Oy =o,

every hour and transmitted to the users. In addition to

those buoys, meteorologicalobservationsare available
at some tide gauge stations, e.g., at the Chesapeake
Bay BridgeTunnel (CBBT).

8574070

StationName
Havre de Grace, Maryland

(5)

is parameterized by means of a quadratic dependence
with respect to the depth mean current,

Table 1. Tide Gauge Stations
StationNumber

, (4)

Latitude,N

Longitude,W

InstallationDate

39046.9'

76005.5'

1971

8574680

Baltimore, Maryland

39ø16.0'

76ø34.7'

1902

8575512

Annapolis, Maryland

38ø59.0'

76ø28.8'

1929

8571890

Cambridge, Maryland

38ø34.5'

76ø04.3'

1942

8577330

SolomonsIsland, Maryland

38ø19.0'

76ø27.2'

1938

8635750

Lewisetta, Maryland

37ø59.8'

76ø27.8'

1970

8637624

GloucesterPoint, Virginia

37ø14.8'

76ø30.0'

1950

8632200

Kiptopeake, Virginia

37ø10.0'

75ø59.3'

1951

8638610

Hampton Roads, Virginia

36ø56.8'

76ø19.8'

1927

8638863

CBBT, Virginia

36ø58.1'

76ø06.8'

1975

The givenNational OceanServicelong-termcontroltide stationsare part of the NationalTide and
Water LevelObservationNetwork. CBBT is the Chesapeake
Bay BridgeTunnel.
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39ø40'N
Have de

Baltimore

Matapeake.....

Anna

TPLM2

38ø40'N

.... Avalon--

Cambridge
Solomons Isl.

Lewisetta

Holland
Bar
'"•:',•..
Gua

37ø40'N

Rappahannoke
ß

New Pt.

Gloucester

Co=mf.
sh.
Kiptopeak•
Fisherman's Isl.
CBBT

HamptonRd. '

•nnhaven Pt.
CHLV2

VirginiaBeach

'
,

36ø40'N

77ø30'W

76ø30'W

75ø30'W

Figure 2. Overviewof the tidal stationsfromthe NationalTide andWaterLevelObservation

Network(circles),
someof thetidegauges
fromthe 1970-1974
and1981-1983
surveys
(squares),
and the tide gauges
usedto compute
the elevation
at the Chesapeake
Bay mouth(triangles).
The stars represent the buoys.

In practice, the bottom drag coefficient½D varies with
water depth, seabedcompositionand phase of the tide.
It is parameterized as
g

= U/'

ha

c =--,

(7)

0.02, respectively,giving a drag coefficientof , 0.002
for a depth of 10 m. The two parametersa and n only
dependon time and are estimated during the assimilation procedure.
The equationsare solved by means of finite differ-

enceanalogs[Ozeret al., 1990]on a uniformstaggered

whereh istheundisturbed
waterdepth,C (m1/2s-1) is grid (ArakawaC-grid) The time-steppingschemeis a
the Chezy coefficient,and n is the Manning's roughness semi-implicit,alternatedirectionmethod (ADI) [Beck-

[Officer,1976].Typicalvaluesfor a and n are 1/6 and ers and Neves,1985],which is unconditionallystable
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and allowslargertime stepsthan permissibleby explicit
time-differencingschemessuchas leapfrog.
Alongthe openboundaries
whichcoincidewith a grid
line containingelevation points, the free surfaceelevation is either determinedduring the assimilationprocess
for the wind-drivencirculationexperimentor imposed
as followsfor the tidal circulationexperiment. The forcing due to the tide is introducedby specifyingthe time
evolution of the free surface,

ance matrix for the observations. By assuming that
errors in the data are uncorrelated and have equal vari-

ance,W -1 is thenapproximated
by a diagonalmatrix.
In that case, J becomesa weighted sum of squares,and
the technique simply correspondsto a least squaresfit

method. In practice,the valueof the elementsof W -1
are determined by the relative magnitude of the various model variables, their dimensionalscaling, and the
quality of the data sets.

The additionof a penaltyterm Jp to the costfunction

K

can provide smoother model solutions and estimated
parameters and can result in a much faster conver-

•](g,
t) - •. fkakcos[azkt
+ (Vo+ u)k- •bk],(8)
k----1

genceof the minimizationprocess.$asaki[1970]showed
that the penalty term suppressesthe high frequencies

wheregdenotesthe positionof a point alongthe boundary, ak and •bkare the harmonicconstants(amplitude
and phase)of the kth constituent,wk is the frequency
of the kth constituent,fk is a factor to reducethe mean
amplitudeof the constituentto the starting time of the

and wave numbers

in the solution.

Courtier

and Tala-

grand[1990]and Zou et al. [1992a,1993]showedthat
the penalty term can control spurious gravity waves.

Richardsonand Panchang[1992] and Lardner et al.
[1993]introduceda penaltyterm in the costfunctionin

simulation,(Vo+ u)k is the valueof the equilibrium
ar-

order to penalize large variations in the recoveredparameters and to avoid negative drag coefficients.The
penalty term might also introduce prior information on
the parameters to be recovered and lead to a unique

gument of the kth constituentat the starting time of
the simulation,and t denotesthe time elapsedfrom the
beginningof the simulation.Becauseof the presenceof
the advectionterms in the momentumequation,an additional boundaryconditionis necessaryat thosetimes

solution[CarreraandNeuman,1986a,b, c].
For the two experiments considered in the present

when the water flows towards the interior of the domain.

study, the cost function (10), which measuresthe dif-

In that case,the gradient of the depth mean current in
the directionperpendicularto the boundaryis set equal
to zero alongthe boundarygrid line and alongthe grid
line that is half a grid interval inside the domain.

ference between the model results and the observations,
is chosen to be
1

Jo- • Y•.Iv(t,
s-)
- O(t,
s-)]
2,

Alongthe solidboundaries
whichcoincidewith a grid

(11)

line containingvelocity unknowns, the componentof
the total transportin the directionperpendicular(5) where t and g are the time and location of data and 0
to the boundary is set equal to zero. The additional and V are the observedsea surfaceelevation and modelcondition(Off/On = 0) is applied along the grid line derived values interpolated to the location of the obserthat is half a grid interval inside when the water flows vations. The interpolation scheme is a simple bilinear
away from the solid boundary.
interpolation. The weight matrix is taken to be the
2.3.

Cost

identity matrix so that elevation observations are considered to have equal importance at all the tide gauges

Function

The first task in variational

definea costfunctionsuitablefor the study underconsideration. In a general sense,the cost function takes
the form

J(X) -- Jo(X)-[- Jp(X),

(9)

where X is the control variable vector.

Jo measures

the

the observa-

distance

of the model

in the ChesapeakeBay.

data assimilation is to

solution

from

tions, and Jp, referredto as penalty term, includesall
the physical constraints to be imposed on the model
solution.

For the wind-drivencirculationexperimentonly (see
section3.2), a penalty term on the wind stressand the
open boundarysurfaceelevationwasfound necessaryto
ensure the smoothness of the wind field and the surface

elevation acrossthe ChesapeakeBay mouth and to ac-

celeratethe convergence.
Note that the addition of the
penalty term doesnot affectthe recoveryof the bottom

drag coefficient
parameters[Spitz,1995]. The penalty
term Jp is then definedas
N-1

The first term of (9) is often expressedas
1

ap-

Zl

Jo(X)
- •(CY- d)rW-l(cy
- d), (10)

-

k

1

+

M-1

+• •2• • [Vb,j+l
(t)--Vb,j(t)]
2, (12)

where d and Y are the vectorscontainingthe observat
j
tions and the model variables, respectively,and C is an
interpolation matrix which maps the model variables to wherer• and r• are the componentsof the wind stress
the space and time locations of the observations. The and V• the surfaceelevation at the Bay mouth. N and

matrix W -• is ideally the inverseof the error covari-

M

are the

total

number

of estimated

values

for the
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wind stress and the number of grid points along the
open boundary, respectively, and t is the time at which
the boundary elevation is recovered. Several identical
twin experiments showed that the penalty coefficients
/•1 ----0.1 and/•2 - 0.01 give the best results;the spatial
oscillationsin the recoveredvalues are greatly reduced
while the spatial structure of the surface elevation at
the Bay mouth and of the wind field is preserved.
The necessityof the penalty term on the open boundary elevation was evident from twin experiments even
when there was a maximum of observations,i.e., hourly

elevationat every grid point [Spitz, 1995]. This result suggeststhat hourly surface elevation in the interior of the ChesapeakeBay does not provide enough
information about the boundary elevation, which can
be explained as follows. First, the exchange between
the open ocean and the Chesapeake Bay through the
Bay mouth has a strong influence on the surface elevation in a limited area of the lower Bay ( • 30 km

set. In order to keep the problem simple, the river outflows are not taken into account in the simulations, and

closedboundary conditionsare chosenat the head of
the rivers. Therefore the simulations correspond to pe-

riods when the river dischargesare minimal and can be
neglected. At the ChesapeakeBay mouth, the open
boundary conditionsare either imposed by the tidal
forcingdefinedin (8) (tidal circulationexperiment)or
assimilated(wind-drivencirculationexperiment). On
the basis of several runs of the direct model, a time

step of At = 10 min seemsto be appropriate to represent the circulation in the Bay. The adjoint model
was run with the same grid spacing,bathymetry, and
time step as the forward model. The performanceof
the data assimilation at a specificlocation was accessed
by computingthe followingthree quantities: the root-

mean-square(rms) error definedas

/lk(•/i-•i)
2),

from the Bay mouth) eventhoughthe signalgenerated
at the boundary propagatesthroughout the entire Bay.
Therefore the number of data points containing information about the boundary condition is largely reduced
compared to the number of data points containing information on the drag coefficientand the wind stress.
The secondreason for the necessityof a penalty term
is related to the differencein high-frequencysignal contained

in the data

set and the modeled

elevation.

In

the identical twin experiment, the data set was generated usingthe surfaceelevationcomputedwith a 10-min
time step and then subsampledto a hourly resolution.
In this run, the open boundary elevation was imposed
with a 5-min resolution which is required by the ADI
schemeused to solvethe model equations(see details

12,767

rms
-- • i-1

(13)

the relative averageerror (E) definedas

E- 100% 2iL___l
(?}i
--i)2

L

12

_21
, (14)

Ei--l[li - • q-[•i -- 01

and the correlation coefficientgiven by

V--

Ei51
(T]
i--•)(•i--•)

(15)

Ei----1
1(•i_•)2)1/2'
L (•}i
_•)2E/L_--

where T]i and •i representthe time seriesof the mod-

i.p work by Spitz [1995]). During the assimilationpro- eled and observed elevation at the considered location,
cess,the model was run with a 10-min time step. The
boundary elevation was estimated every hour and then
linearly interpolated to a 5-min resolution. Therefore
the high-frequencysignal containedin the surfaceele-

respectively,and an overbar denotestime mean values.
L is equal to the number of observationsfor the considered assimilation window. The root-mean-square and

relative averageerror give a measureof the difference
vation near/at the boundaryis differentfor the model in amplitude between modeled and observedelevations
while the correlation coefficientgives a measure of the
phaseshift. It is important to considerall three of these
to the data in the interior of the Bay and to a smooth quantities when evaluating the successof the data aselevation acrossthe Bay mouth, and it acceleratesthe similation. Indeed, a small relative error with a small
recoveryof the boundary elevation. Similar resultshave correlation indicates a phase shift between the obserbeenpointedout in severalstudies[e.g.,Seller, 1993], vations and the recovery,an indication of poor perforand a full analysis can be found in work by Thacker mance of the data assimilation procedure.
In all the experiments, hourly surface elevations are
[1988].
assimilated for a period of 24 hours. The choiceof the
assimilation window was dictated by the timescale of
3. Tidal
and Wind-Driven
Circulation
results and for the data set. The penalty term then in-

troducesbogusdata, whichleadsto an unambiguousfit

Experiments

the tidal and wind-driven circulation in the Chesapeake

Bay, the limit of the computer capacity, and the valid-

In both experiments, the model domain, shown in
Figure 3, includesnot only the main stem but also the

ity of the tangent linear model approximation[Liet
al., 1993]. An assimilationrun with a 24-hourwindow

tributaries. The grid size is 1• in latitude (Ay = 1.8
kin) and 1.25• in longitude(Ax = 2.0 kin), giving grid

and recoveryof all the forcingsof the circulationmodel
typically required over 180 MB of memory and -• 10
hours of CPU time on an IBM RS-6000/590. An increaseof the assimilationwindow doesnot significantly

dimensionsof 168 x 68 grid points. The depths at the
grid pointsare interpolatedfrom the NOS 15-sgrid data
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Figure 3. Model domain (dotted line) and grid. The dots insideof the model domainrepresent
grid points.

improve the resolution of the physical processesunder
study but would have requireda larger memory capacity and would have increasedthe computer time for each
run. It was verified that the tangent linear model correctly approximated the nonlinear model in the 24-hour
assimilation

window.

3.1.

Circulation

Tidal

us to assimilate real observationsfrom the Chesapeake
Bay, and as a first experiment, tidal circulation is investigated. The assimilated data set consistsof an hourly
time seriesof sea surfaceelevation for a period extending from November I to 19, 1983, when the most comprehensive set of simultaneousobservationsis available

[Fisher,1986]. The hourlyelevationdata, referredto as

identicaltwin experiments[Spitz,1995],when the ob-

predicted sea surfaceelevation, are predicted on the basisof five major tidal constituents,M2, S2, N•, K1, and
O•, usingthe harmonic constantsdeterminedby Fisher

servationsare generated by the circulation model, leads

[1986]at the 10 permanenttide stations(Figure 2).

The successof recoveryof control parameters in the

SPITZ AND KLINCK: ESTIMATE

OF BOTTOM

Nine supplementarytide gaugestations, referred to as
comparisonstations, are used to compare the modeled
surfaceelevation with the predicted observations.
The two forcingsfor this experiment are the bottom
stressand the tidal forcing at the Bay mouth. The
proximity of five tide gauge stations from the Chesapeake Bay mouth allows us to specify the tidal forcing at the open boundary. The surface elevation is
computedusing (8) and the samefive major harmonic
constituentsused to generate the assimilated data set.
The harmonic constantsat the Bay mouth are com-

AND SURFACE STRESS
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the valueof 10-6 . This convergence
criterionhasbeen
determined

from

the results

of November

I and cor-

respondedto the minimum value that the normalized
norm of the gradient of the cost function could attain.
For the period under study, convergenceoccurredafter
9-18 iterations, and the costfunction decreasedan order
of magnitude. This small decreasein the cost function
is due to the fact that

the initial

cost function

was al-

ready small sincethe recoverywas started with the best
initial guess.
Predicted and modeled tidal elevationsfor six typical
permanent
and six typical comparisontide gauge staputedbaseduponthe harmonicconstants
[Fisher,1986]
from the five tide gaugestationsclosestto the Bay en- tions are shown in Figure 4 and Figure 5, respectively.
trance(Figure2): twoonthe northernend(Kiptopeake Modeled elevationswith the estimated drag coefficients
and Fisherman's Island; and three on the southern side show an excellent agreement with the predicted eleva(CBBT, LynnhavenPier, andVirginiaBeach).As a re- tions not only at the permanent stations but also at
sult, the M2 amplitude is chosento vary linearly across the comparisonstations. In general, the estimated lowthe entrancesuchthat it is 3 cm larger on the northern tide amplitudes are slightly smaller than the predicted
side than on the southernside of the Bay mouth. The amplitudes in the lower ChesapeakeBay. On the other
other four harmonic constituentamplitudesare uniform hand, the recovered high-tide amplitudes are slightly
acrossthe Bay mouth. For all the constituents,the higher than the predicted amplitudes in the upper Bay.
phaseis taken suchthat it increaseslinearly of 5ø from
the southern to the northern end of the entrance.

Us-

ing this definition of the open boundary elevationand
adding a 10% perturbation, we found from a twin ex-

0.4

IAAAAAAAAAA
AAA

periment[Spitz,1995]that the recoveryof the bottom
drag coefficientparameters was not affected. Consequently,we are confidentin usingthe tidal forcingjust
described,and the only remainingunknownsin the tidal
circulationexperiment are the bottom drag coefficient

parameters(7).
By definition, the bottom drag coefficientis a function of space through its dependencein h, the undisturbed water depth. While the depth dependentdrag
coefficientwith a typical value for the parameters,c• =
1/6 and n - 0.02, leads to smallererrorsthan with
a uniform drag coefficientof 0.002 (Figure 8 and Figure 9), the temporal variationof the error still remains,
especiallyfor the upper ChesapeakeBay stations(e.g.,
Baltimoreand Betterton). Attempts weremadeto estimate constant parameters but they failed. Temporally
varying drag coefficientparameters are then to be estimated during the assimilation process. The time variation of the drag coefficientwas introducedby evaluat-
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ing the parameters1/n and c• for a periodof 1 day for
18 consecutivedays which includesone springand one
neap tide. The actual recovery started on November 2
through 19, 1983, while the recovery for November 1,
1983, was only used to initialize the procedure. Once
the bottom drag coefficientparameterswereestimated,
the direct

model

was run for 24 hours with

0.6

CBBT, VA

the new

parameters in order to initialize the circulation for the
following day and to compare modeled and predicted
elevations. For each day of the recovery experiment,

o0.(5

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

November

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

1983

the initial guesses
for the parameters1/n and c• were Figure 4. Time seriesof modeled(dotted line) and
taken as their estimated values from the previous day. predicted(solidline) surfaceelevation(in meters)at
The assimilationprocesswas stoppedwhen the normal- six permanenttide gaugestations. Note the changeof
ized norm of the gradient of the cost function reached

scale for the last two stations.
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0.6

BET'FERTON,
MD

tide gauge. Finally, it should also be pointed out that
the sameagreementis found at Havre de Grace despite
the fact that the station is near the SusquehannaRiver,
which has the biggestdischargeof all rivers.
Using harmonic analysis for the time seriesof the
modeledelevationswith the estimateddrag coefficients
between November 2 and 19, the amplitude and phase
of the M2 and K• tide at every grid point of the model
domain were computed. A comparisonbetweenthe M2

øIVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVV
0.6

CHESAPEAKE
BCH,MD

o yvvvvvvvvvv•V •V,V.V.V.V.•,•v•v•v,

-0.6
L

coamplitudechart from Fisher [1986]and the corre-

0.6

HOLLANDBARLT,•D

spondingchart for the modeled M2, seenin Figure 10,

showsa verygoodagreement.The sameagreement(not
shown)wasfoundfor the K• tide. The M2 coamplitude

lines run across the Chesapeake Bay at the entrance,
_o.••VVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVV•vvvvvvvvvvv
then become longitudinal, and finally run acrossthe

Bay in the upper Bay. The M2 amplitude decreases
from the Bay mouth towards the main stem and then
increasesnorth of Baltimore. The amplitude of modeled
M2 tide is slightly larger than the amplitude found by

AA.AA.AA.
aAAAA

o VVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVV
VvV

-0.6

RAPPAHANNOCK,

0.6

VA

Fisher [1986],whichcan be attributedto the fact that
the time seriesof modeledelevations(18 days)wastoo
short to fully separate the M2, N2, and S2 tides. A

comparisonbetween the M2 cophasechart from Fisher
VVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVV
[1986]andmodeledM2 cophasechart,seenin Figure11,

-0.6

0.6

o

NEWPTCOMFSH,VA

again showsexcellentagreement. For example, the 310ø
cophaseline goesthrough Rappahannockin both cases.
The cophase lines are uniformly spaced in the lower
Bay. In the upper Bay, the cophase line spacing decreasesin the narrow portions and increasesin the wider
portion's. The fact that the curvature of the recovered
cophaselines at the entrance of the Bay is not as pro-

VVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVV

2 • • g g 3 • • 1'01'11'21'31'41'51'61'71'81'9•0
November

1983

Figure 5. Time seriesof modeled(dotted line) and
predicted(solidline) surfaceelevation(in meters)at
six comparisontide gauge stations.

nouncedasthe curvaturefoundby Fisher[1986]is due
to the imposed boundary condition at the Bay mouth.
The predicted elevation was taken linearly across the
Bay mouth, which does not allow any curvature of the
cophase lines. Two virtual amphidromic points, i.e.,

This difference between modeled and predicted eleva-

near the SevernRiver (north of Annapolis,Figure 2)

tions could be due to the fact that

and the Potomac river, are evident. At thoselocations,
the coamplitude lines are concentric, and the cophase
lines converge. Those two points were also found by

the modeled re-

sults are linearly interpolated to the tide gauge location. However, differencesbetween modeled and predicted elevationsare of the same order of magnitude as
the +2-cm error bounds for datums and mean ranges

for the entireBay [Swanson,1974]. A summaryof the
root-mean-squareerror, relative averageerror, and correlation coefficientfor the period of assimilationcan be

Browneand Fisher [1988].
While predicted and modeled elevations are in excellent agreement, probably the most interesting feature resulting from the assimilationprocessis the periodicity of the estimated inverse Manning's roughness

foundin Figure6 and Figure7. A maximumof < 7%

while the exponenta (7) is mainly constantduring

for the relative averageerror is found in the main stem
while the relative error in the Potomac River (Colo-

the entire assimilation period. As a result, the bottom
drag coefficient,shown in Figure 12, is smaller during

nial Beach)reachesa maximumof 9.86%. Usinga time

springtide (days5-6) than duringneap time (days1415). That differenceis accentuatedas the depth decreases. The estimated bottom drag coefficientvaries
between2.5 x 10-4 and 3.1 x 10-3. Usingan inverse

and spatiallyvariablebottom drag coefficientlargelyreducesthe error over experiments with only a spatially

varyingcoefficient,
shownin Figure8 and Figure9. A
correlation coefficient > 0.96 is found in the main stem,
and a minimum correlation coefficient equal to 0.91 is

found in the Potomac River. This indicatesa very small
shift between modeled and predicted elevations,which
could result from the fact that modeled elevations have

beenlinearly interpolatedin spaceto the locationof the

method and tidal-current

observations in the lower and

upper ChesapeakeBay, Bang [1994] found a similar
range of valuesfor the bottom drag coefficient,i.e.,
2.0x 10-4 _<CD_<1.6x 10-3. Thisvariationin the bottom drag coefficientcan be related to a variationin the
bottomroughness
lengthfollowingMofjeld[1988].On
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Figure 6. Rangeof theroot-mean-square
error(in centimeters),
relativeaverage
error(%), and
correlation
coefficient
betweenNovember
2 and 19, 1983,at six permanenttide gaugestations.
Casea corresponds
to theresultswithc• - 0.002,caseb corresponds
to theresultswithspatially
varying c•, and casec corresponds
to the resultswith the estimatedc• from the assimilation
process.

the basisof the non-rotatingchanneltheory in which
frictionaldragbalances
barotropicpressure
forcingand
shearproductionof turbulenceis balancedby localdis-

sipation(closureof level2), Mofjeld[1988]foundthat
the bottom drag coefficientis givenby
•2

CD --

2'
Zo

3.2.

Wind-Driven

Circulation

Since modeled tidal circulation in the Chesapeake
Bay has shownto be considerablyimprovedby using
variational data assimilation, our next focusis on winddriven circulation, which is harder to model. Winddriven circulation in the ChesapeakeBay was investigated by assimilatinghourly seasurfaceelevationobser-

vationsfrom the 10 permanenttide gauges(Figure 2)
betweenNovember2 and 8, 1990. Note that the pe-

wheren = 0.4 is the von'Karmanconstant,Zois the bot- riod of assimilation is different from the tidal circutom roughness
length, and H is the total water depth. lation experiment. During the year 1983 (tidal circuUsing (7) and (16) and an averagedepth of 8 m, the lation experiment),wind observationsover the Chesabottom roughness
length is found to be equal to 0.01 peakeBay werenot available.However,in 1990,hourly

cm duringneaptide and 0.0001cm duringspringtide.
This is in the rangeof the valuesfound by Wright et
al. [1992]. A Similar rangefrom 0.00005to 1.5 cm
for the bottomroughness
wasfoundin the Irish Seaby
GreenandMcCave[1995].In orderto get a moreaccurate estimateof the bottomroughness,
the relation(16)

wind speed and direction observationswere available at

twobuoysdeployedby NOAA (Figure2), ThomasPoint
and Chesapeake
Light Tower,and at the tide gaugestation CBBT, making a comparisonbetweenobservedand
estimated wind possible.
During the chosenassimilationperiod, either a south-

shouldbe used in the circulation model and zo should westerlyor southeasterlywind, shownin Figure 13, persistedfor about 4 daysoverthe entire ChesapeakeBay

be estimatedduringthe assimilationprocess.
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Figure 7. Rangeof the root-meansquare-error
(in centimeters),relativeaverageerror (%), and
correlation coefficientbetween November 2 and 19, 1983, at six comparison tide gauge stations.

Casea corresponds
to the resultswith CD= 0.002,caseb corresponds
to the resultswith spatially
varying CD, and casec correspondsto the resultswith the estimated CD from the assimilation
process.

with a speed< 5 m s-• in the upperBay and slightly

The time

variations

of the wind

stress and the bot-

higher in the lower Bay. During those few days, a sea
breeze pattern is also noticeable. In the afternoon of
November 5, the wind speed increased to about 10 m

tom drag coefficientparameterswere introduced in the
recoveryexperiment by evaluating the parametersfor a
period of I day for 7 consecutivedays. Since the wind
s-• in the upper Bay. An increaseof the surfaceele- over the ChesapeakeBay changesover a period of 2-3
vation is immediately noticeable in the upper Bay; for days, the wind stresscomponentsare taken to be conexample, the high-tide elevation is about twice its pre- stant during the 24-hour assimilationand are estimated
dictedvalueat Baltimore(Figure 15). A smallerchange for 7 consecutivedays. The wind stresscomponentsare
in the surface elevation

can also be seen at CBBT.

On

estimated

at four locations

in the north-south

direction

November 6, a changeof the wind direction associated while they are kept uniform in the east-west direction.
with the passageof a cold front is evident. The wind They are then linearly interpolated in space to get an
became northwesterly in the upper Bay and northeast- estimate at every grid point. The first location where
erly in the lower Bay. Again, a similar effectof the wind wind stress components are evaluated correspondsto
direction changecan be seenin the observedsurfaceele- the ChesapeakeBay Bridge Tunnel (CBBT) station,
vation at both stations. The surface elevation decreased
and the other three locations are taken 80 km apart
in Baltimore and increased at CBBT, which are the ex- in the north-south direction. The sea surface elevation
pected responsesto a northwesterly and a northeasterly is recoveredhourly at every grid point along the open
wind, respectively.This changein the surfaceelevation boundary and therefore containsthe signal due to the
is larger on November8 when the wind becomestronger. tidal and wind forcing acrossthe Bay mouth. Since
Finally, notice that the wind direction outside of the these elevation values are required at every half time

Bay (ChesapeakeLight Tower) is roughlythe sameat
CBBT while the wind speed is slightly larger. Therefore we do not anticipate any different behavior in the
surface elevation from the Bay mouth and at CBBT.

step (ADI scheme),the hourly valuesare linearlyinterpolated in time. As a first approximation, the inverted
barometer effect is neglectedin this study, even though

it can at times becomeimportant [Parasoand Valle-
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the normalizednorm of the gradientof the costfunction

reacheda valueof 10-a, whichis a highervaluethan
for the tidal experiments. The assimilated data are indeed actual observations and are noisier than the data

20

...........................

CAMBRIDGE,
MD

usedin the tidal recovery.For eachday of assimilation,
the cost functiondecreasedI order of magnitude. As
for the tidal experiment, the small decreasein the cost
function can be attributed to the fact that the assimila-

20

SOLOMONS
IS,MD

10

tion runs were started with the best initial guess.The
numberof iterationsnecessaryto satisfythe presetconvergencecriterion varied between 244 and 370. The cost

functiondecreasedrapidly during the first 30 iterations
and continuedto slowlydecreaseuntil convergence
was

'

o

reached. This pattern was also found for the identical

twin experiments[Spitz,1995].
Time series of modeled sea surface elevation is shown

in Figure 14. Excellent agreementbetween estimated
and observed surface elevation is evident for the entire

period of assimilationin the lower ChesapeakeBay. In
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Figure 8. Time seriesof relativeaverage
error(%) at
sixpermanent
tide stations.The solidlinecorresponds •
to the recoveredsurfaceelevations,the dotted line cor-
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to the modeledeleva- &
tions with a typical spatiallyvaryingdrag coefficient •
(a - 1/6 and n - 0.02).
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Levinson,
1996].Forthe considered
period,the largest
temporalvariationof the air pressure
happened
during
two days with a decreaseof -• 10 mbar on November

5 and an increaseof the sameorderof magnitudeon
November6. Therewasalsono attemptto removeany
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air pressuresignalfrom the tide gaugeelevationssince
this information was not available at most of the stations.

.

The actualrecovery
startedon November2 through
8, 1990, while the estimatedparametersfor November
1, 1990,wereonly usedto initializethe procedure.Once

the bottomdragcoefficient
parameters,
windstress,and
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boundaryconditionswere estimated,the direct model
ofrelative
average
error(%)at
wasrun for 24 hourswith the new parametersin order Figure9. Timeseries
to initializethe circulationfor the followingday and to six comparisontide stations. The solidline corresponds
compare modeled and predicted elevations. For each to the recoveredsurfaceelevations,the dotted line correspondsto the modeledelevationswith CD = 0.002,
dayof the assimilation
experiment,
the initial guess
for and the dashedline correspondsto the modeledelevathe control variables was taken as their estimated value
tions with a typical spatially varying drag coefficient
fromthe previousday. The recoverywasstoppedwhen (a = 1/6 and n = 0.02).
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Figure 10. Coamplitude of the recoveredM2 tide expressedin feet.

general,a relative averageof error < 3% is foundfor the a quadraticlaw with a drag coefficient
of 2.0 x 10-3
stations in the lower Bay, and the correlation coefficient [Schwab,
1982]. The wind pattern is well represented
is over0.99. In the upper Bay, the agreementis alsovery in the lower ChesapeakeBay. At CBBT, the estimated
good until the frontal passage. The relative average wind is mainly southwesterlyand showsan increaseof
error is < 5% until November 6 when it increases to
magnitudelate on November5. A changeof direction
about 15%. While the correlationcoefficientis over 0.9, occurson November6, which is in agreementwith •he
a variation
in its value is also noticeable for the same
observedwind pattern. In the upper Bay, the agreement
period.
is not as gooduntil the frontal passage,when the wind
Estimated daily wind vectors at Thomas Point and speedincreased
to 10 m s-1 and a changein direction
CBBT for November2-8, 1990 are plotted in Figure 15 occurred. This suggeststhat during periods of weak
and •Figure 16, respectively.Wind speedand direction wind, mechanisms
other than the local wind forcingare
were obtained from the wind stresscomponentsusing more important in the narrowestpart of the Bay.
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Figure 11. Cophaseof the recovered
M2 tide expressed
in degrees.
The recovereddrag coefficient,seen in Figure 17,
showsa minimum on November5, which corresponds
to the period of springtide. This is followedby an increaseuntil November6, whenthereis a frontalpassage.
The dragcoefficient
then decreases
and reachesroughly
the same value regardlessof the depth of the considered regionin the ChesapeakeBay. While a continuous
increaseof the drag coefficientwas expecteduntil neap
tide, northwesterlyand northeasterlywinds seemto decreasethe magnitudeof the drag coefficientcompared
to its value with no wind or southeasterlywind.
The estimatedboundaryelevationat the Chesapeake
Bay mouth displaysthe expectedbehavior. The high-

tide elevationis higher and the low-tide is lower on the
northern end of the Bay mouth than at the southern
end.

This difference in elevation

decreased when the

wind changed direction and blew from the northwest
and the northeast.

The elevation at the northern

end

of the Bay mouth is slightly higher than the expected
value. This can be due to the fact that the boundary
region in our model is about half the width of the real

boundary,whichwouldtake into accountthe widening
of the Bay at its southern end.

As additional evidenceof the improvementof the
modeledwind-drivencirculationby usingdata assimilation, the recoveryexperiment(not shown)has been
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surfaceelevation
canbe seen. Oneshouldalsopoint
out that at the sametime, there was a destratification

nea•
tide

oftheChesapeake
Bay[Blurnberg
andGoodrich,
1990].
Thereforethe circulation
duringthose2 daysshould
be well represented
by our barotropicmodel.Modeled

0.0030

andobserved
surface
elevations
(notshown)
show
a very
2m

goodagreementnot only at the permanentbut alsoat

3m

anddirection
of the recovered
middleBaywind,i.e.,

comparison
tide gauges.Furthermore,
the magnitude
0.0020

spring
tide

southwesterly
wind,wasfoundto becomparable
to the
wind measuredat the Patuxent River Naval Air station

5m
0.0010

lorn
••••

••

mainstemcanbe improved
by assimilating
onlythe
surfaceelevations
measured
at the 10 permanent
tide

30 m

'""•50m
5

10

15

November

[Blumberg
andGoodrich,
1990].Thisexperiment
indicates that the modeled wind-driven circulation in the

20

gauges.

4.

Discussion

1983

Thisstudyrepresents
the firstattemptto usesurface
elevations
from
tide
gauges
to estimatethe bottomand
Figure 12. Timeseries
of estimated
bottomdragcoe•cient cz>for depthsbetween2 and 50 m.
surface
forcings
in theChesapeake
Bay.Although
the

circulation
modeldid not includestratification,
river
runoff,or the invertedbarometereffectand the number

repeated
for September
20 and21, 1983.Duringthat tide gaugestationswaslimitedto 10 permanent
sta-

period of time, sealevelmeasurementsare alsoavailable

tions, the modeledsurfaceelevationswith the estimated

at tidegauges
otherthanthe permanent
tidegauges. dragcoefficient,
windstress,andboundary
conditions

It wasthen possible
to comparemodeledand observed at the Bay mouthare in excellentagreement
with the
surfaceelevations
fromtide gaugesotherthan the one observations
at the 10 permanent
tidegaugestations.
usedduringthe assimilation
process.Unfortunately,The temporalvariationof the dragcoefficient
andthe

thewindobservations
areonlyavailable
at themajor effectof thewindonthat coefficient
havebeenclearly
airports, and comparisonbetween estimated and ob-

shownin the resultsof the tidal and wind-drivenex-

servedwind is very difficult. Duringthe consideredperiments.This resultcan alsobe supported
by the
period of time, a dominant effect of the wind on the workof Lardneret al. [1993].Whilethetemporal
vari-
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In the present study, the bottom drag coefficientwas
definedin terms of a Chezy coefficient(i.e., it depends
on the total depth) and a roughnesscoefficient(7). A
systematic adjustment of the drag coefficientwas first
done by assimilation of predicted tidal elevations and
estimation of the two free parameters, i.e., the exponent of the total depth and the inverseof the roughness,when the tidal forcing was imposedat the Chesapeake Bay mouth. In the tidal experiment, by assimilating the predicted tidal elevation on 24 hours for 19
consecutivedays, temporal variation of the drag coefficient for a spring-neap tide cycle was allowed. From
the tidal elevation assimilation experiment, it is found
that the bottom drag coefficientdisplays a periodicity
correspondingto the fortnightly modulation. The drag
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a minimum value at springtide and a maximum at neap
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While

the lower value seems to be smaller

the value found in the literature
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VV VV Vv v v v v

related

to tidal

than

mod-

eling IRonday,1976; Johns,1983; Werner and Lynch,
1987; Crean et al., 1988; Ozer and Jamart, 1988], a
similar range was found by Bang [1994]in his study
in the ChesapeakeBay. Similarly, Green and McCave

[1995]found a high variationfrom 0.0008 to 0.01 in

the seabeddrag coefficientunder tidal currents in the
November 1990
Irish Sea. The study of wind-driven circulation shows
Figure 14. Time seriesof modeled(dotted line) and that the bottom drag coefficientdecreasedduring strong
observed(solidline) surhceelevation(in meters)at six northeasterly and northwesterly wind compared to its
permanent tide gaugestations.
valuewithout wind or with a weakwind (Figure 12 and
ation of the drag coefficientwas not taken into account

by Lardnet et al. [1993],the rms error found at various stationsin the Arabian Gulf is higher during spring
tide than neap tide, which would lead to the proposition that a temporal variation of the drag coefficientis
true not only for the ChesapeakeBay but also for other
bodies of water. Finally, the atmospheric forcing has
been shown to have different signatures in the upper
and lower Bay.

Figure 17).
In the tidal circulation experiment, the tidal forcing
at the entrance of the Chesapeake Bay was imposed
based upon the harmonic constituentsused to generate
the data set and for which phase and amplitudes were
computed from five tide gauge stations harmonic constants. After verifying that a perturbation in the tidal

forcingdid not affectthe recoveryof the drag coefficient
parameters(not shown),we were able to refute the hypothesis that the temporal variation of the drag coef-
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Figure 15. Recoveredand observedwind at ThomasPoint. The recoveredwind, plotted at the
middle of the recoveryday, is constant during that day.
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Figure 16. Recoveredand observedwind at CI3BT. The recoveredwind, plotted at •he middle
of the recoveryday, is constantduring that day.
ficient parameters could result from a poor definition
of the open boundary condition. We are then left with
two plausible causesfor the fortnightly modulation of
the bottom drag coefficient.The first plausiblecausefor
the temporal variation of the drag coefficientcan be attributed to the variation of the bottom roughness.This
effect can lead to a variation of the drag coefficientdur-

ing strongwind periods. Indeed, severalstudies[McCave, 1973; Taylor and Dyer, 1977; Grant and Madsen,
1982; Davies, 1983; Gross and Nowell, 1983; Wright

tom drag coefficienthas been studied by Ullman and

Wilson[1998]in the Hudsonestuaryby assimilating
ADCP data collectedfrom a moving vesselduring a

5-day period (April 29 to May 3, 1993) and along a
10-km stretch. They foundthat an increase(decrease)
of stratificationduring neap (spring) tide resultsin a
decrease(increase)in the bottom drag coefficient.The
drag coefficientincreased,.• 30% from neap to nearspring tides due to a changein stratification of • 1015 sigma over a depth of 25 m. In November 1990,

et al., 1992]showedtemporalvariabilityof the bottom the stratification in the ChesapeakeBay is roughly 1drag coefficientdue to variation in roughnesselements 2 sigmain the ship channels(10 m deep) and almost
suchas ripples and biogenicmicromorphology,in mov- zerooverthe fiats (A. Valle-Levinson,personalcommuable bed roughnesscausedby sedimenttransport, and nication, 1996). Thereforethe stratification effect on
in interactions between waves and currents. Although
the temporal changesof the bottom roughnessin the
ChesapeakeBay are not yet well understood, Wright et

the variations of the bottom drag coefficientis largely
reduced in the ChesapeakeBay compared to the Hudson estuary. This suggeststhat the temporal variations

al. [1992]foundseasonalvariability due to biological
processescontrolling bed micromorphology and variation at a period of a few hours due to wave activity.
The variation in the bed roughnesswith wind has been

0.0020

also shownby Wright et al. [1992],who arguedthat
strong winds shouldbe able to generate 5-s waveslarge
enough to agitate the bed at depth of 10-12 m in the
Bay and yield variations in the bottom roughness.
A secondcausethat would account for the periodicity of the bottom drag coefficientcan be related to the
level of stratification. It has been shown that mixing
in the lower Chesapeake Bay and tributaries appears
most intense at spring tide while stratification appears

mosthighlydeveloped
at neaptide [Haas,1977; ValleLevinson,1995]. At springtide, the vertically aver-

0.0015

21Ii

•o 0.0010

0.0005

aged current and the bottom current are of the same

order of magnitude while the vertically averagedcurrent is smaller than the bottom current at neap tide.
Since the bottom stress in our model is defined in terms

O.0000

.........

• .........

• .........

• .........

• .........

• .........

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
of the vertically averagedcurrent, the drag coefficient
November
1990
must be larger during neap tide than during springtide
in order to compensatefor the difference between av- Figure 17. November 1990 time series of recovered
eraged and bottom current assumingthat the bottom bottom drag coefficientCD for depths between2 and 50
drag is the same. The effect of stratification on the bot- m.
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of the bottom drag coefficientin the ChesapeakeBay
would be strongly related to the variations in the bottom roughnessand would be lower during spring tide
becauseof an increaseof the bottom roughness. This
is also in agreement with the conclusionsof Green and
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excellentagreement.Further investigationwith a finer
grid than 2 km is neededto fully investigatethe circulation

in that

area.

A secondeffect that is neglectedand could be a cause
for the disagreementbetweenestimated and observed

McCave[1995]whenthey analyzedsimilarobservations wind is the inverted barometer effect, which induces
in the Irish Sea. The stratificationeffectcould,however,
explain the fact that while in the tidal experiment, the
temporal trends of the drag coefficient are similar in
both the shallowregionand deep channel(Figure 12);
they are oppositein the wind-drivenexperiment (Figure 17). Indeed,the stratificationeffectis not included

an increase of the surface elevation for a low-pressure

system and a decreaseof the surfaceelevation for a
high-pressuresystem. For example,Paraso and ValleLevinson[1996]showedthat for February10-11, 1992,
the barometricpressurerisecontributed57% to the sea
level changeat CBBT and, in general, the effectsof
in the tidal prediction(tidal experiment)but is included the atmosphericpressureon sealevel are not negligible.
in the real observations
(wind-drivenexperiment).
Vieria [1986]foundthat the 2-2.5-daysealeveloscillaThe variation in the drag coefficientduring strong tions in mid-Bay could not be identified with a seichein
wind periods can also be related to the level of strati-

the Bay but could be due to the atmospheric pressure.
During the period correspondingto our study, changes
comeslessstratified,indeeddestratified[Blumberg
and in the barometric pressure are also important. From
Goodrich,1990]. Thereforebottom velocityand verti- November I to 3, 1990, the atmospheric pressure was
cally averaged velocity approach the same value. Fi- about 1023 mbar. It then decreased to a minimum of
nally, similar wind effect on the bottom friction was 1002 mbar on November 6 after which it increased to a

fication. During frontal passage,the water column be-

foundby Ronday[1976]for his studyof the North Sea.

maximum

of 1022 mbar

in the afternoon

of November

He showedthat a term proportionalto the wind stress 7. High pressureduring the first 3 days of November
had to be subtracted from the bottom stress in order to

acted

match modeledand observedelevationwhen the drag
coefficientwas taken equal to its value without wind.
For a northeasterly wind, this correspondsto an increaseof the bottom stress,which can also be achieved
by a decreaseof the bottom drag coefficient.

Point and acts against the effect of the wind. The inverted barometer effect, not included in our model, is
accountedfor through modification of the wind speed
and direction. Also, this effect is likely to contribute to

4.2.

Atmospheric

Forces in the Chesapeake

Bay

to decrease

the

surface

near

Thomas

the model/data •nisfit increaseon November6 at Baltimore and Cambridge(Figure 14).
In order to improve the estimated wind field in the
ChesapeakeBay, two remedies can be proposed. First,
since it has been shown

The second important feature noticed during the
wind-driven circulation experiment is the relative importance of the driving forcesin the ChesapeakeBay.
While the modeledsurfaceelevationis in excellentagreement with the observedelevationsin the main stem, the
estimated wind speed and direction in the upper Bay
are not in as good agreement with the observationsas in
the lower Bay. Thomas Point buoy, which is situated at

elevation

that

the inverted

barometer

effect is not negligiblein general [Paraso and ValleLevinson,1996],a natural extensionof the MU circulation

model

is to include

the inverted

barometer

ef-

fect. The barometric pressure is routinely measured
at the major airports, at Thomas Point buoy, and at
the CBBT station, which could be used to estimate the
pressurefield over the Bay. Second, the wind field was
taken constant during the assimilationperiod. Howthe narrowestportion of the Bay (Figure 2), was used ever, during frontal passages,the wind speedand directo compare the modeled results with the observations tion changequite rapidly, as well as the surfaceelevation
in the upper Bay, and CBBT tide gauge station was in responseto it. An estimate of the wind stressevery
used in the lower Bay. Near Thomas Point, the main 3 hours would better represent the temporal changes
stem changesits orientation from northwest-southeast of the wind field and therefore the wind effect on. the
to northeast-southwestand becomesshallower. During circulation in the Bay. These two improvements were
periods of weak wind, the topographic and narrowing beyond the scopeof this present study.

effect should be dominant. The model grid spacing,
roughly 2 km, is probably too large to correctly resolve
5.
the influenceof the narrowing of the Bay. Instead, the
correction

is done to the wind

stress in order

to mini-

mize the data misfit at Annapolis, which is the closest
tide gauge station. When the wind becomesstronger,
as in the case during a frontal passage,the surface elevation responseto the wind is larger and the wind signal
in the observationsis also stronger. In those conditions,
estimated and observedwind speed and direction are in

Summary and Conclusions

The feasibility of dynamical assimilationof tide gauge
observationswas investigated to estimate the bottom
drag coefficient, the surface stress, and the sea level
at the Chesapeake Bay mouth, as a first step in improving the modeling of tidal and wind-driven circulation in the Bay. The circulation model used in the
study was a two-dimensionalvertically integrated shal-
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low water
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model

where the bottom

stress is defined as

a quadratic law with a drag coefficientdefinedin terms
of a Chezy coefficientdependingon the total depth of
the water column and some roughness. The data assimilation technique was the variational adjoint method
where the distance

between

modeled

and observed

sur-

face elevations is minimized in order to get the optimal value of the control variables. The adjoint model
code was developedfrom the tangent linear codeof the
circulation model, and the optimization technique was

the limitedmemoryquasi-Newton
method[Gilbertand
Lemar•chal,1989].
Although the model is simple and does not include
stratification, river runoff, or inverted barometer effect,
the estimate of bottom friction and of surfacestressby
assimilatingtide gaugeobservationsfrom 10 permanent
stations yields good agreement between modeled and
observedsurfaceelevation in the ChesapeakeBay. It is
also found that a one-layermodel is adequateto model
the sealevel and the responseto the bottom friction and
the wind stressin fall. Whether this is true in spring
and summer when the stratification is strong requires
further investigations.
The assimilationexperimentsconsideredin the present
study give some insight into the physicsof the Chesapeake Bay as well as into empirical quantities such as
the bottom drag coefficient. It is found that the drag
coefficientdisplaysa fortnightly modulation. Its value
for depth < 10 m doublesfrom springto neap tide while
the variation is much reduced in deeper regions. This
fortnightly modulation is altered by the strengthof the
wind, which, during a frontal passage,yields a drag coefficientvalue roughly independentof the depth of the
water column. It is also found that the responseto meteorologicalforcing is different in the lower and upper
Bay. While the estimated wind field in the lower Bay
was in excellent agreement with the wind measuredat
the ChesapeakeBay Bridge Tunnel, the agreementin
the upper Bay was not as good. The disagreementbetween the estimated wind field in the upper Bay and
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